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PROJECTIVE RESOLUTIONS FOR GRAPH PRODUCTS
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Let T be a finite graph together with a group Gv at each vertex v. The graph product G(F) is obtained from
the free product of all Go by factoring out by the normal subgroup generated by {g~lh~lgh;geGv,heGw} for
all adjacent v, w.

In this note we construct a projective resolution for G(P) given projective resolutions for each Gv, and
obtain some applications.
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Let r be a finite graph together with a group Gv at each vertex v. The graph product
G(F) is obtained from the free product of all Gv by factoring out by the normal
subgroup generated by {g~1 h' lgh;g e Gv,h e Gw} for all adjacent v, w.

In this note we construct a projective resolution for G(F) given projective resolutions
for each Gv, and obtain some applications. The applications are already known, but the
current setting provides extra insight into the situations discussed. The construction is
quite easy, since G(F) is built up from the vertex groups by direct products and
amalgamated free products. For ease of notation, we denote G(F) simply by G.

To each vertex group Gv we take a projective resolution by right modules for which
the zero-dimensional module is the group ring. We denote this resolution by Q0-*RGV-*
R->0.

We will need to choose an ordering of the vertices. Let K be a complete subgraph of
F, whose vertices, in the chosen order, are v1,...,vk. Then G(K) = GVI x • •• x GVk. The
tensor product QUl ®R•••®RQVk is an RG(K)-modu\e, and we define PK to be
(Qi>, ® R "' ®R Qi>J <8>RG(K)

 RG- This* of course, stands for a sequence of RG-modules.
Let C(F) be the set of all complete subgraphs of F. Define P(F) to be the direct sum

Y^KeCin^K- The boundary operators in the projective resolutions of the vertex groups
give, in the usual way, boundary operators in tensor products. This gives rise to a
boundary operator in P(F). Because our notation is such that the boundary of a one-
dimensional element of QB is not in Qp, we see that PK is not a subcomplex of P(F);
however, Y^LSK^L

 1S a subcomplex.

Theorem. P(T)->RG-+R-*0 is a projective RG-resolution for the trivial module R.
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We will give some applications of the theorem before proving it. The following
corollary is immediate.

Corollary 1. Let the vertex groups of a graph product over a finite graph all be FPn

(for any n ̂  oo), of finite cohomological dimension, or FP or FL. Then the graph product
has the same property.

Chiswell [4] defines an Euler characteristic for any FP group, and he obtains in [5] a
formula for the Euler characteristic of a graph product, using the inductive decompo-
sition of a graph product in terms of amalgamated free products and direct products.
Our theorem (which relies on this decomposition) makes it clearer where Chiswell's
formula comes from. However, his proof also holds for Brown's definition [3] of the
Euler characteristic, which ours does not appear to.

Let G be a group, and let P be a finitely generated projective RG-module. Then
Hattori [7] and Stallings [8] define a trace function tP, which is an element of R(G/G').
Let xP be the coefficient of 1 in tP. When G is FP take a projective resolution P which is
finitely generated in all dimensions and zero in all but finitely many. Chiswell defines
the Euler characteristic of G to be £j? ( - l)'xPl.

Let G be a subgroup of H, and let P be a finitely generated projective /?G-module.
Then P®RGRH is a finitely generated projective RH-module, and tP®RcRH is the image
in R(H/H') of tP; hence XP<SRGRH = XP. Also, if Q is a finitely generated projective
7?F-module, for some group F, then P®RQ is a finitely generated projective (GxF)-
module, and tP®RQ = tP® tQ in R(G x F)/(GxF)' = R(G/G')®RR(F/F'); hence T P 8 R Q =
xPxQ. These facts can be found in [2], and are easy to prove directly.

Let F be a finite graph, with an FP group at each vertex. For each complete
subgraph K of F, with vertices vu...,vk, let ZK = (XB|-1)---(XW,-1)» where xVi is the
Euler characteristic of the group at the vertex t>;. From our main theorem and the
remarks in the previous paragraph, we immediately deduce the following formula due to
Chiswell [5] (our formula differs slightly from his, because he includes the empty
subgraph and we do not).

Corollary 2. With the above notation, x(GT) — 1=^^ K , the sum being taken over all
complete subgraphs of F.

Let < Y; S> be a presentation of a group. This group then has a free resolution whose
basis in dimension 1 is (a set bijective with) Y, and whose basis in dimension 2 is (a set
bijective with) S. The boundary operator in dimension 2 can be described by means of
the Fox derivatives.

Take such a presentation <y,,;S0> for each vertex group of a graph product, and take
the corresponding free resolutions. Then the graph product has a presentation
<yy o , ( JS D uC) , where C is the set of all [a,h] for aeYv,beYw and all adjacent
vertices v and w such that v<w in the chosen ordering of the graph.

Consider the resolution of the graph product obtained by our theorem from the free
resolutions of the vertex groups. It will be a free resolution whose basis in dimension 1
will be (J Yv. In dimension 2 it will have two kinds of basis elements. The members of
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\J Sv form the first kind, while the second kind consists of all a ® b, where aeYv,be Yw,
for all adjacent vertices v and w such that v<w. Thus this basis is bijective with the
basis given by the presentation of the graph product. Further, the boundary operator
given by the theorem is exactly that given by the presentation.

In dimension 3 there are four kinds of basis elements. The first kind consists of all
basis elements in dimension 3 of the resolutions of the vertex groups. The second kind
consists of all a ® s where aeYv, se Sw, for all adjacent vertices v and w such that v< w.
The third kind consists of all s ® b where seSv, be Yw, for all adjacent vertices v and w
such that v<w. The fourth kind consists of all a®b®c where as Yu,be Yv,ce Yw and
{u,v,w} is a complete subgraph with u<v<w.

The boundary operator can be explicitly described for the basis elements of the
second, third, and fourth kinds. When this is done, we recover a result of Baik, Howie
and Pride [1].

Proof of Theorem. It is easy to see, by standard results, that the relevant modules
are projective, and we need only show that the sequence is exact.

We begin with the case when F is complete, and first assume that it has only two
vertices, u and v. It is well-known (see, for instance, [3, V.I.I]) that there is a projective
resolution

(Qu ®«Q_) 0(Qu®RRGV) © (RGU ®RQV)^RG^R^O.

Then our result follows from the isomorphisms

When F is complete on the vertex set vl,...,vk, with k>2, the result is immediate by
induction, as G = (Gvtx ••• xGn_t)xGVk.

Now suppose that F is not complete, and that its vertex set is V. Then there will be a
pair of vertices x,y which are not adjacent. Let Fo, F1 ; F2 be the full subgraphs whose
vertex sets are V—{x,y}, V — {y}, V — {x} respectively; let 60,0^62 be the correspond-
ing graph products. It is easy to see that G = GX *G0G2-

We can assume, inductively, that the theorem holds for F, (i=0,1,2). Since the
functor — ®RGlRG is exact, we have long exact sequences

We then have a commutative diagram
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o - £ PK - ( I P « W I P
KeC(r0) \KeC(r,) / \KeC<r2)

i i I
0 -+RGo®RGoRG-> (RG1®RGlRG)®(RG2®RG2RG) -> KG -» 0

I i I
0 - R®RGoRG -> (R®RGlRG)@(R®RG2RG) -* R -* 0

I 1 1
0 0 0

Here, the top row stands for a sequence of modules and maps. The left and middle
colums are exact (when expanded out into such a sequence), by the inductive
assumption. The middle row is trivially exact. The top row is also exact (when expanded
out, this means that it is exact in each dimension), since C(ro) = C(r1) n C{T2),
obviously, while C{T) = C{T1)KJ C{T2), since any complete subgraph must lie in r t or in
F2, because x and y are not adjacent.

The bottom row was shown to be exact by Swan [9]. By standard homological
algebra, the right column is also exact, as required.

Acknowledgement. I thank the referee for suggesting a clearer proof of the theorem
than my original proof.
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